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ENGINEERING FOR A
MOVING WORLD

LOOP21 - ENGINEERING FOR A MOVING WORLD

Connection of mobile and stationary devices
Internet connectivity
Hotspot service management

Location-based offers
Multimedia + entertainment
Digital surveys

Connect

Engage

Operate

Report

Software
Hardware
Brainware
Individually developed,
comprehensive and
strategic solutions of LOOP21

Cloud-based management software
Communicate, monitor, and intervene
Automated procedures

Single point of information
Usage and user analysis
System analysis

Wi-Fi Marketing
Take advantage of all opportunities offered by your infrastructure starting right now!
Effective sector solutions for your specific needs related to your public Wi-Fi offer.
Personalized, location-based communication, data-based planning and measurable added value:
out-of-the-box or individually developed.
#locationbasedservices #customerflowanalysis #userprofiling

Industry 4.0
Sensor technology, process control, order monitoring
LOOP21 plans and implements effective and efficient use of opportunities of
IP-based communication technology.
#internetofthings #industry4.0 #mobilitymanagement





Free Wi-Fi –
and now?

How can I directly
address my customers?

The right contents at the right place
and right time?

Get more out of your public Wi-Fi.
Refinance the infrastructure costs.

Take advantage of your customers’ smartphones
for individual communication where the action
takes place.

Offer your guest relevant on-site information.
Practice active customer retention.







Who looks after the
“stepchild” Wi-Fi?

Who uses my
public Wi-Fi?

Wi-Fi with a measurable
added value?

Allow your Wi-Fi to be checked and optimized.
Wi-Fi is finally carefree via remote maintenance.

Get all relevant statistics about your guests.
Make plans based on data.

Innovative, interactive entertainment for your
Wi-Fi users.

Wi-Fi
Marketing
The LOOP effect
We localize the users of your Wi-Fi hotspots and selectively bring
your content to the customer’s smartphone – in real time.
LOOP21 offers tools for optimal customer communication and
retention, indoor navigation, customer flow analysis and POS
marketing.
We design, develop and install hardware and software, and
support you and your Wi-Fi around the clock.
Numerous ski resorts, ropeways, amusement parks, stadiums,
shopping centers, retailers, events or cities and communities as
well have already been equipped with LOOP21 solutions.
With LOOP21 you get more out of your Wi-Fi.
#locationbasedservices #customerflowanalysis #userprofiling

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

SKI RESORT

Solutions for public transportation

LOOP21 MOUNTAINMENT® is the digital marke-

Cable cars, buses, streetcars, subways – modern wireless systems for public transportation enable communication with the individual vehicles and passengers. LOOP21 offers a modular solution for the digital transfer of
various services. With the ideal selection of hardware and software components, security cameras, light, intercom systems, energy supply and digital displays can be guided, controlled and monitored. In addition, modern
services and a digital information portal for passengers are offered.
> Finding the vehicle along the route

ting instrument for ski and hiking regions
Use the smartphones of your guests and get active with multimedia. Through Wi-Fi, provide your
guests with most current, location-based information. LOOP21 supports digital guest communication and loyalty.
> Guests already have the devices
(smartphones, tablets, etc.)

> Security cameras (CCTV)
> Intercom system (announcing, two-way communication) with fully automated self-tests

> Guests expect information everytime,
everywhere

> Energy supply, including monitoring of the power unit
> Real-time information system via Wi-Fi

> Guests are digitally interconnected (social
media, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.)

> Central control and administration

> With LOOP21, you get very precise information and real-time communication via Wi-Fi

> Analysis of waiting periods, customer frequency, capacity

> No mobile application (app) necessary
Wi-Fi

Intercom







Energy supply

Announcing

Video monitoring



Control
LOOP 21

> No roaming costs
> Remedy for overloaded mobile phone
networks
Emergency module: Activate the emergency module and mark the areas at risk of an avalanche,
where there is a technical malfunction or where
you want to notify the skier to complete his last
ski run and return to the valley station. Real-time
information on the guest’s smartphone via Wi-Fi.

CASE STUDY

SKI RESORT SÖLDEN

LOOP21 equips Bergbahnen Sölden with
the Mountainment® system
Sölden is one of the most popular ski resorts in
the Austrian Alps and has not less than 148 kilometers (92 miles) of ski trails as well as ski lifts
and gondolas with a capacity of 70,000 persons
per hour.
In 2011, LOOP21 started supplying Sölden with
public Wi-Fi, where guests have access to the internet with their own smartphones, tablets and
laptops.
As a global innovation, LOOP21 equipped two stations and the direct surroundings with locationbased information and offers via Wi-Fi.
The LOOP21 Mountainment® system is optimized
to the requirements of the ski resort and the ropeway company.

CASE STUDY

WELLNESS HOTEL
DER KRALLERHOF

The 4-star superior resort “Der Krallerhof”
relies on Wi-Fi infrastructure and mobile
services of LOOP21
LOOP21 modernized the IT infrastructure and
mobile range of services for the 4-star resort
“Der Krallerhof” in Leogang, Salzburg. The restaurants Kraller-Alm, Alte Schmiede, and AsitzBräu also belong to it. The new high-end Wi-Fi
with location-based content offers the operator
new options to make his offerings even more interesting for the guests.
A Wi-Fi system for hotels, restaurants and huts
with the latest Wi-Fi devices and IT security.

As this project’s full service provider, LOOP21
takes over the planning, configuration, assembly,
commissioning, documentation and continuous
network support.
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The guest can book the wellness treatments in
the hotel directly from the ski hut.

TOURISM

CITIES AND COMMUNITIES

Regardless whether on the beach or
mountain – communicate in real time
and digitally with your guest!

Free Wi-Fi in public areas offers many advantages for users and operators

Today’s guest is multimedial, digital and always
online. Tourism areas take advantage of modern
infrastructure (such as Wi-Fi) to reach their guests
directly during their stay. LOOP21 developed the
Mountainment® product especially for hiking areas and ski resorts together with Input®.
> Meaningful benefit and entertainment for
the skier or hiker
> Real-time communication between guest
and operator
> Offerings about regional attractions
> Gastronomical offerings
> Valuable marketing data (e-mail addresses,
user profiles, etc.)
> Extensive statistics and movement
analyses
The guest is located via Wi-Fi and receives realtime information not only about his current location, entertainment offers and the weather, but
also current information about ski run closures,
for example. The operator benefits from the extensive statistics and movement analyses.

From young people all the way to “modern” pensioners, most people already have mobile devices equipped with
Wi-Fi. For this reason, an increasing number of cities and communities offer their citizens digital, internet-based
services. Thanks to its many years of experience, LOOP21 is the ideal partner and provider for public Wi-Fi projects.
> Digital citizen information and services around the clock
> E-government
> Communication and active integration into the population
> Direct marketing channel
> Integration of all municipal facilities and the local economy
> Carefree package (legal protection)
> Positioning as modern vacation destination

BEST PRACTICE SCENARIO

ENTERTAINMENT PARK

Communication in the park, locating guests,
navigation, customer ﬂow analysis

The basic concept is to show location-based information on the guest‘s own smartphone. Most
park visitors already have their own smartphones
and other Wi-Fi-capable devices. LOOP21 Parktainment™ can find visitors and selectively give them
location-based information such as: “What attractions are nearby?”, “How long is the waiting line for
my favorite rollercoaster?” or “What tour through
the park is the ideal one for me and my 7-year-old
daughter?”
The crosslinking of the park infrastructure with the
mobile devices of the guests creates a novel and
long-lasting park experience.

MANAGE
User profiling, device flow analysis, digital customer survey,
banner management, responsive design, notifications in
case of a malfunction, capacity,
reporting and analysis

Illustration: Europa-Park

LOOP21 has developed a unique hotspot software
solution especially for theme and amusement
parks. With PARKTAINMENT™, it offers the optimal
entertainment expansion. The Europa-Park in Rust
near Freiburg – Germany’s largest amusement park
– uses the digital control of LOOP21.

MULTIMEDIA

SENSOR
TECHNOLOGY

Videos about the attractions are
just the beginning. The LOOP21
SoundBox allows the selection
of the soundtrack for the park
experience – directly on the
smartphone browser, no app
necessary.

Temperature, air pressure and
wind speed monitoring, visual
monitoring by indoor and outdoor cameras, movement and
approach sensor technology

PUBLIC WI-FI
Internet access, personalized landing page with current information
and location-based offers, navigation and emergency functions

CASE STUDY

CORIO SHOPPING CENTERS

As part of the renovation of some German
shopping centers, LOOP21 was commissioned to develop, operate and service a Wi-Fi
network. We were also involved in the planning of new projects.

Users receive location-based information transmitted via a landing page. Language, content
and design are centrally administered – depending on the operating site. To ensure uniform
brand presence, contents are branded according
to the corporate identity and optimally placed
and displayed on all devices thanks to responsive design.

Berlin
Duisburg
Dresden
Hildesheim
Rotterdam

Photo: Ossip van Duivenbode

Corio wanted to offer shoppers free Internet access for their smartphones and other Wi-Fi-capable devices. With LOOP21, a partner that met
all criteria was found and thus new construction
projects like the Markthal Rotterdam was equipped with the system.
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SHOPPING MALLS

RETAIL

Wi-Fi in the shopping mall becomes a powerful marketing tool thanks to LOOP21

Added value for retail Wi-Fi – real-time data about customer behavior

“Wi-Fi in the shopping mall” is more than just free
Internet for your visitors. Personalized content
and offers, real-time communication, shopping
guide, navigation, etc. – all of this by means of a
central, cloud-based software – create an added
value for your mall’s visitors.
Through relevant information about the current
location, you control and optimize customer
flows.
> Location-based service based on Wi-Fi
(without app)
> Active customer dialogue via the
smartphone at the POS
> Targeted surveys in the shopping mall
> Important marketing communication
instrument
> Personalized contact to user groups
(user profiling)
> Data about customer behavior and flows
of movement (heatmaps)
You receive valuable data and statistics as well
as movement and behavioral analyses that allow
specific targeted planning.

Digital innovations such as mobility, multi-channel and big data create not only new challenges, but also big opportunities for the trade. The tailor-made technology packages of LOOP21 offer retailers
> Wi-Fi infrastructure, digital price tags, cameras
> Targeted interactions with customers at the POS
> Personalized communication (user profiling)
> Real-time customer behavior data
> Optimization of interdepartmental processes
> Customer locating inside the store
The LOOP21 location-based service reaches all smartphones inside the store. You make it easier for customers
to find the products that they are looking for so they reach the purchasing decision faster. With digital interactions in real time and the linking of m-commerce with conventional sales, you support up- and cross-selling,
thereby increasing your turnover.







How can I benefit from
intelligent building technology?

Central control for transportation
and traffic?

How can I optimize waiting and
idle times?

The targeted use of IT as communication
technology allows you to monitor and
administer your company building.

With modern sensor technology, monitor and
control light, announcements, air conditioning,
and energy supply inside the vehicles.

Receive valuable evaluations from sensors,
infrastructure and security cameras, and boost
the efficiency of your installations.







Internet of things: The right sensors
for my business?

Industry 4.0: What is the best way
I can use digitalization?

Where can I integrate mobile devices
into my operational processes?

Allow work processes to be analyzed and
optimize everyday operations with the
right infrastructure.

Benefit from the networking of machines,
products, services and employees –
adapted to your firm.

Customized mobility management is the catchword for the direct interaction between customers and suppliers with your business.

Industry 4.0
The LOOP advantage
LOOP21 is the central contact for the digitalization of your operational
processes.
Using your existing infrastructure as basis, we create an integrated
system to control and monitor your building technology, operational
facilities, mobile devices, vehicles and public services.
We advise, design, produce and install –
plus support you around the clock.
#internetofthings #industry4.0 #mobilitymanagement

INDUSTRY

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

ROPEWAYS

Modular and flexible designs for
process optimization and control

LOOP21 delivers solutions for public
transportation

Flexibility is very important in an industrial facility.
Production referred to as »Industry 4.0«, with the
help of intelligent sensor systems and the consistent use of interactive, cooperative communication media, enable a new quality of flexibility. Production data are acquired and used in real time.

Modern wireless systems for public transportation allow communication with the individual
vehicles. LOOP21 offers a solution for the digital
control and transmission of varied services and
means for centrally retrieving all kinds of information in real time.

Wi-Fi supply allows announcing and
two-way communication over the intercom, light control and video monitoring

If you know about a delivery delay of material earlier, then you can reduce idle times and increase
production efficiency.

> Location of the vehicle along the route
> Access to sensor data concerning speed,
fuel consumption and mileage in real time
> Analysis of waiting times, passenger frequency and capacity utilisation

Modern wireless systems are used to ensure
communication with cable car passengers, and
LOOP21 offers a modular solution for the digital
transmission of various services. With the ideal
selection of hardware and software components,
security cameras, light, intercom systems, energy
supply and digital displays can be guided, controlled and monitored. In addition, fully automatic
self-tests are performed and a digital information
portal is offered for passengers.
> Vehicle locating along the route

> Display of traffic delays along the route

> Security cameras (CCTV)

> Wi-Fi and entertainment for the passenger

> Intercom system with fully automated selftest
> Energy supply, including monitoring of the
power unit
> Analysis of waiting times, customer
frequency, capacity
> Central administration of services

During planning and development, set-up and
operation, you can rely on the creativity and professionalism of the LOOP21 team.

> Sensor access to air pressure, outer temperature and wind speed

CASE STUDY

LA PAZ
CABLE CAR

Communication system, management, control and monitoring from one single source – includes real-time analysis of waiting times
LOOP21 was commissioned to equip the cabins

the units with solar panels.

emergency call from the cabin. Speaking can take

of the urban ropeway network in La Paz with the

In addition to the assembly on the towers and in
the control center, the modules are also checked
in the cabins and put into operation.

place from the stations via the MOCS operating

The technology used allows both speaking to
the passengers in the cabin (announcements, directions in case of malfunction) and making an

gency calls, processed sequentially in the line’s

new mobility communication system.
Apart from Wi-Fi access for the passengers, this
system also has an intercom system with an
emergency call function, a security cam and a
control unit for the autonomous energy supply of

station, either to individual cabins, several selected ones or to all of them as well. Parallel emeroperating stations, can be made from several cabins.

REFERENCES

60 employees
in 7 locations
2000 telecommunication systems
in 18 countries

LOOP21 AUSTRIA

LOOP21 GERMANY

LOOP21 Mobile Net GmbH

LOOP21 GmbH

Hirschstettner Str. 19-21 L1, 1220 Vienna, Austria
+43 1 2929699-50
office@loop21.net
loop21.net

Herbert-Rust-Weg 6, 59065 Hamm, Germany
+49 2381 278806-0
info@loop21.de

LOOP21 Production Site Deutsch-Wagram

Torgauer Straße 231-233, 04347 Leipzig, Germany
+49 341 2710-100

Arbeitergasse 1-3, 2232 Deutsch-Wagram, Austria
+43 1 2929699-9

Office Innsbruck
Grabenweg 68/DG/Top 12, SOHO 2.0, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria
+43 512 359090

Office Wolfurt
Holzriedstraße 33, 3. OG., 6960 Wolfurt, Austria

Office Palo Alto
228 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94301, USA
+1 650 7985 093
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Office Leipzig

